
Review - Nuvo jSax by Claire Schollick, Associate Provider 
 
Great sound, easy blow, lightweight, lots of fun and looks 
good too! 
 
Having had the jSax for a couple of weeks now, my girls and I 
are loving it.  Both my daughters (aged 11 and 8) made a good 
sound straight away (they don't play clarinet or sax already) 
and love the look of the instrument.  They started playing 
some basic tunes pretty much straight away. 
  
The range is a 12th (middle C to upper G) with all chromatic 

notes covered in between.  A couple of the fingerings (b/#s) are different from a standard 
sax which could have an impact when students transition to the real thing, but it’s not too 
much of a headache. 
 
The plastic reeds fit easily onto the mouthpiece aided by a groove which lines up with a 
notch on the mouthpiece.  These reeds are great if they are in perfect condition but when 
teaching the Nuvo Clarineo (C clarinet), I have had problems if they become warped or 
nibbled.  A wooden Eb clarinet reed will fit the instruments easily too and generally 
overcomes these issues. 
 
I am finding saxophone is the go to woodwind instrument these days so in terms of First 
Access, on the face of it, it should be a winner and I would think schools would want to buy 
into this programme.  
 
Resources wise - Nuvo have their own website WindStars with music, but there is not a lot 
for just 'jSax', and what there is, is not for the absolute beginner.  On the plus side, recorder 
music (and fingerings) can be used and Charanga have a good selection of whole class 
instrumental resources. 
  
If I had some small primary school children who wanted to learn sax, I would encourage 
them to start with this instrument but once they get to secondary school it probably 
wouldn't be an option as it is too toy like in its appearance and obviously, the note range 
limits advancement. 
  
So, to sum up... 
  
Pros - Great size and weight for smaller children; good sax sound; gets the basic 
embouchure in place; easy fingerings (with the option to add/remove tone hole plugs); 
plastic or wooden reeds fit. 
Perfect for First Access and small group/individual primary school level tuition.   
Cons - A few different fingerings from the standard sax; plastic reeds, in my experience, can 
be temperamental; too toy like in appearance for older children (though adults love it). 
 

http://www.nuvo-windstars.com/

